FINTECH BAU FACTSHEET
The use of digital and financial technology in maintaining
“business-as-usual” during the Covid-19 lockdown in Guernsey

Guernsey Finance conducted research to ascertain how well Guernsey-domiciled financial services firms continued operating business-as-usual
(BAU) throughout the island’s Covid-19 lockdown. The sample surveyed contained more than 40 firms from a wide range of different financial
services sectors. The representation of the various sectors received equal percentile backing, therefore the responses can be extrapolated to
represent the wider on-island financial services sector. Our survey sample of more than 40 firms represents a statistically significant 20% of the
sector’s employment.
The results are positive, proving that Guernsey is a resilient and stable, yet flexible, jurisdiction in which to do business. Despite the island
being placed under lockdown, like much of the world, financial services in Guernsey continued business-as-usual, with little to no disruption.

We managed to continue BAU during the Covid-19 lockdown.

Strongly Agree

100% of respondents either agree or strongly agree.

Agree

How important was digital and/or financial technology in
enabling you to maintain BAU?

Very important
Important

Digital technology was crucial for firms maintaining BAU.

What technological changes and/or solutions would you consider
desirable and/or necessary to enable remote working for your business?
More than 60% of businesses had to make little or no changes to continue
working remotely.
However some 20% identified that their business model and/or contingency
plan was ripe for change; these will no doubt be issues that local firms and
multi-national corporations will explore further.

weareguernsey.com

Improve business model
& contingency plans
No changes
Improve broadband
Improve digital tools Electronic Signature,
CDD, etc.

Do you see remote working as a viable option as part of your business
post Covid-19?
Yes

Everyone who answered thought that they could viably work remotely thanks
in part to the digital and financial technologies available, but also due to the
successful technological infrastructure in place on-island.

Please provide examples of how digital and/or financial
technology assisted in maintaining BAU, during the
Covid-19 lockdown.

Broadband access
Uninterrupted (no
colleagues) home-working

Most survey respondents noted the importance of digital tools, from
electronic signatures to Zoom and other meeting software, as crucial
to maintaining BAU. Broadband access, and flexible business models
and contingency plans, were identified as equally important, after
digital tools.

Flexible business model
& contingency plans
Digital tools - Zoom,
Electronic Signature,
Soft phone, etc.

The forced use of digital communication as a major strategy has helped us - Fund manager
I anticipate we will always maintain an office presence but would now be much more
comfortable permitting staff home-working - Trust administrator

Please select your industry sector

How many people does your
Guernsey office employ?

Trust & Company
Investment Funds

>50

Investment Management
Banking

26-50

Pensions
Insurance

1-25

Other
5%

10%

15%

20%
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25%

30%

35%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

